
Outing The Past at Leeds City Museum
By Michelle Dee @msmichdee  

Introduction 

OUTing The Past is an international event series celebrating LGBT+ history, presented 
by Schools Out UK. In February 2019 during LGBT History Month OUTing The Past 
held a one-day conference in its newest Hub city of Leeds. The speaker-led event held in 
the Thoresby Room of Leeds City Museum joined a wide programme of public events, 
conferences and creative interventions, spanning the U.K. the U.S. and Scandinavia 
throughout February and March. 

Opened by Owain Wyn Evans the popular weatherman underlined the purpose of 
the day and the wider aims of LGBT History Month, namely the ‘importance of 
drawing out lgbt stories in our history to see where we are now and the distance left 
to go’. Owain spoke about how Leeds and Yorkshire had ‘welcomed him with open 
arms; a Welsh, sometimes camp always flamboyant weather presenter.’ Perhaps 
most telling was how he described the changing attitudes within broadcasting, that 
he is able in 2019 to refer to his husband without hesitancy live on air.

The afternoon was section was opened by Ash Palmiciano heralded as the first trans 
actor in Emmerdale playing a trans character. Ash describes growing up without any 
trans characters, until seeing a documentary on TV which inspired them to come out 
to their parents. After making the decision Ash talks about having ‘brain space to 
pursue dreams of becoming an actor. Finding and working with company Gendered 
Intelligence they hope to normalise what it is to be trans.

“We are on the cusp of something in LGBTQI in 2019, conversations are 
opening up and it’s completely okay to be who you are”   

Compere for Outing the Past Leeds was Cllr. Hannah Bithell LGBT Member 
Champion who introduced the speakers in turn, fielded questions and kept the 
considerable crowd in order throughout the day. 

Aids Activism in the 1980s

First speaker was Mick Ward who spoke about direct action by protest group Act Up 
Leeds during the HIV/Aids epidemic in the eighties. He explained how council 
workers would use flamethrowers in public areas torching up to 300 yard area of 
homophobic attacks to eradicate the threat of the virus; how switchboard operators 
downed headphones refusing to work alongside gay colleagues. He explained that 
the climate was one of fear, ignorance, prejudice and a lack of funding leading to a 
lack of action by the government to understand the virus and how it was transmitted. 
Coupled with the introduction of clause 28 which not only affected the classroom 
which is often the first thought but led to local authorities systematic discrimination of 
gay men and women. Highlighting the absurdity of Clause 28 and wholesale damage 
being done to society Mick described how councils would advise their employees 
working in public health sector stating that a health worker who was ‘ a self-
professed homosexual ought to consider whether they should be giving advice on 



sexual health.’ He added that today these same organisations who had acted so 
offensively are now sponsors of today’s event and supporters and advocates of 
LGBT equality. 

Through a series of slides and photos he highlighted  some of the groups more 
notable actions, the blue glove demo, condoms floated over Armley Prison - slightly 
less successful - picketing Texaco forecourts, gatecrashing a Tory rally where govt. 
minister Virginia Bottomley was due to speak, the protestors held up a placard that 
read, ‘I’m an evil tory bigot’ a perfectly barbed anagram of the Health Secretary’s 
name. 

Another campaign that perfectly outlines how prejudice and ignorance led directly to 
discrimination was the barring of certain groups from the Leeds Hospital Fund. This 
was a voluntary scheme where a small deduction would be taken from your wage 
packet, giving the scheme member access to cheaper health services. The 
authorities argument for prohibiting certain people was an assumption that their 
illness was self-inflicted and therefore didn’t fit the criteria for inclusion.

Describing the importance of communication in a pre-internet world, Mick spoke 
about the World Aids Conference moving from the U.S. to Europe: Amsterdam and 
Berlin. The relative close proximity enabled U.K. groups to meet international 
activists, broaden horizons, share ideas and knowledge. 

On World Aids Day the activists remember the lost and focus on the fight for those 
still alive.   

Mick suggested that activists were only effective because of the following seven 
point plan.

Clarity regarding the nature of the group
Know the facts of your cause
Have clear demands
Link action directly to the demand
Profile is just as important as numbers
Take advantage of skills and strengths  - build a coalition of the willing
Don’t chase the funding/ celebrate the wins 

Act Up are still very much active, currently campaigning for PREP and fighting 
against policies adversely affecting HIV men from migrant communities. There is 
also a wider aim to highlight the role austerity and the govt. lack of respect for 
communities, has led to the further suffering of subgroups within society. 

Outing Anne Lister

Angela Clare is collections manager for Calderdale Museums in her role she is 
currently responsible for Anne’s home, collections and archives at Shibden Hall 
located just outside of the commuter town of Halifax. 

After hundreds of years of relative obscurity Anne Lister may be about to become a 
household name with the forthcoming TV Drama ‘Gentleman Jack’ starring Suranne 



Jones. The excitement about this upperclass woman who lived from 1791 - 1840 is 
that she kept a diary.  not just one diary but thousands of pages which detail her life 
as a landowner running tenant farms, owner and occupant of Shibden Hall a grand 
ancestral homestead and her love life. Angela uses this quote from 1821 just incase 
there is any confusion as to Anne’s orientation. 

‘I love and only love the fairer sex and thus beloved by them in turn, my 
heart revolts from any love but theirs"

During the talk Angela paints a picture of a woman of privilege, of considerable 
wealth, a businesswoman with privileges denied most 19th Century women. Anne 
went very much against the norms and values demanded by high society defiantly a 
gender non-conformist. Ladies were expected to travel in carriages and dressed in 
pastel coloured finery, not march through the countryside, dressed in black. 

Anne wrote volumes of diaries exposing all aspects of her life; highly charged 
accounts of her sexual appetites in Paris, her mountaineering trips in the Pyrenees 
with her friend Anne Walker exposing all aspects of her life.  Angela explain that the 
diaries were not written to ever be shared and to protect against the more lurid 
details of her love life being revealed she famously wrote sections of the diary in 
code. In modern times some of the diaries have been decoded with academics 
excitedly declaring that Anne wrote in the margins each and every time she had an 
orgasm leading to her notoriety to being thought of as a woman with a highly-
developed sexual appetite.  

Angela recounts a story of how upon her first visit to Shibden Hall she was surprised 
to find no mention of Anne Lister anywhere in the house collections. upon enquiry 
she was informed by the staff who run the house that they will tell visitors to Shibden 
Hall about the Anne connection if asked. I suspect that once again ignorance, fear of 
misrepresenting Anne and prejudice which led to inaction. I suspect they thought the 
whole Anne thing was a hornets nest that they didn’t want to start turning over. 

Thankfully Angela Clare came along to rectify that and has created a number of 
public displays with all sorts of remarkable information about Anne Lister, including 
how she was the first ever woman to summit Mont Perdu and her two year 
expedition in Russia with Anne Walker which ended in tragedy for both. 

Angela is pleased with how Anne’s story is slowly being revealed to the wider public 
through inclusions in programmes such as Gay Buildings and Pride of Place 
broadcast in 2017 during LGBT50. There are a number of titles that have been 
written about this extraordinary Yorkshire woman, including the most recent Moss 
House by Clara Barley. In the meantime Angela is working towards having an annual 
date on the calendar dedicated to Anne to keep her memory alive in peoples’ hearts. 

Lesbian Mums in the 80s and 90s 

Susan Philips describes Leeds as a hotbed of Lesbian organisations in the eighties. 
PM Margaret Thatcher declared families had to be made up of both mother and 
father denouncing lesbian families. The media described them as ‘pretend’ and 



‘playing at parenting’ both hugely offensive and divisive. This was a time where a 
biological father with little or no capacity for caring for a child, could legally be given 
custody by outing an estranged wife. 

The first slide is a syringe and a cup then an image of a thermometer indicating the 
couple working out the best possibility for conception to take place. And for that to 
happen a sperm donor was needed and that opened up all manner of concerns for 
the prospective parents. 

The outcomes of these arrangements varied wildly. Some hetero men would be 
reluctant to give samples to lesbian couples and demand they have intercourse with 
the woman. Alternatively the donor could become involved in the couples life, co-
parenting arrangement perhaps or being part of the family as a ‘special uncle’. 
Lesbian couples had to go to great lengths to plan their families, adoption was not 
available to lesbians in the early eighties. 

Some of the talk surrounded the issue of absent fathers and the possible effect that 
has on a child growing up. Susan repeated the mantra that all children need to hear 
regardless of how they were brought into the world. 

“We chose to have you, we don’t believe you need a father, I (or we) wanted 
you”

Later on the Child Support Act saw some donors being chased for support 
allowance, this was a false economy because the amount recovered from the donor 
would immediately be deducted from benefit.  

The most moving part of the talk was the reading out of two pieces written by donor 
kids, the first described a family tree project in the classroom leading to the child 
standing up for the fact they had two mums. Concluding her talk Susan describes the 
legacy as lying within the young people ‘their attitudes and approach to the way they 
live their lives’ She describes how the children now come from every walk of life, how 
they have gone on to a wide variety of successful careers. Responding to that 
baseless fear that gay parents somehow make their children gay she says that some 
of the children are straight, some are not: just like in any other family you care to 
describe. 

Blurring The Lines

A talk on Trans representation and gender expression in rock music presented by 
musician Kate Hutchinson. In her day job Kate is tackling homophobic, transphobic, 
and bi-phobic bullying in schools, which would surely give hope to her eleven-year 
old self. 

It’s Thursday, It’s seven o’ clock. It’s Top of the Pops. It is 1981 and the appearance 
of Culture Club’s Boy George has got the whole country asking - including Kate’s 
dad - ‘Is that a boy or a girl?’ Seen as transgressive by the tory media and more 
evidence of the collapse of societal norms - but actually nothing new as Kate would 
point out with a quick history of notable artists who dared to explore and expressly 
be unashamedly themselves. 



Billy Tipton - jazz musician lived as a male his whole life upon his death was found to 
be biologically female
Dana International  - transwoman who famously won Eurovision 
Wendy Carlos  - pioneer of electronica and the the Moog synthesiser
Lou Reed…

Lou Reed’s ‘Walk on the Wildside’, produced by non-conformist chameleon David 
Bowie, is perhaps the first overtly trans inclusive rock tune. Some quarters have 
declared the song anti-trans because of the simplicity made of transitioning: 
referencing the lines ‘plucked her eyebrows on the way, shaved her legs and then he 
was a she…’ I just think it’s a good song and if it is about three transwomen making 
them pay and pay, well good for them. 

From Lou Reed Kate introduces New York Dolls into the mix, blowing through glam 
rock pointing out the ‘hiding in plain sight’ behind make up and hair and frills. 

‘The dress on Man who sold the world was pure inspiration and hope to me’   

Kate whizzes through the Blitz Club, popular haunt of Boy George and Marilyn, and 
the hangout from where many of the characters and costumes emerged for Bowie’s 
groundbreaking Ashes to Ashes video. There’s Jayne County rocker and activist, 
Suzi Q and Joan Jett all empowered by playing around with gender expressions, 
‘being their authentic selves’ Kate continues adding ‘Suzi Quattro is the reason I took 
up the bass.’ 

An off and on fan of Manic Street Preachers - due to the way I was constantly 
likened to Ritchie, I learned that the welsh rockers had penned an early trans song 
called Born A Girl representing transition in song form. Picking up where we started 
Kate leaves us with a final Bowie quote to ruminate on over lunch. ’Tomorrow 
belongs to those who can hear it coming.’ 

War into Peace 

Full title of this presentation was War into Peace A Trans ‘Twenty in a Hundred’ 
Perspective, which might have readers thinking about the oft touted percentage of 
gay people in any given group. It is not a percentage figure… it is an 
acknowledgement and recognition of the 100th Anniversary of the RAF combined 
with the twenty year anniversary of open trans military service.

Choosing three persons to focus upon Roberta Cowell, Caroline Paige (herself) and 
Catherine Lawson, builds a framework to explore attitudes to trans in the military, the 
battle and sacrifices some had to make in order to serve. In this way we hear of 
Roberta the WW2 flying ace involved in ground attacks in a Typhoon aircraft; being 
shot down in ’42 and spending the rest of the war as a P.O.W. - from where she 
made at least two escape attempts. 

After the war she is demobbed and goes back to her love of racing cars. Roberta is 
married with two children but she is desperately unhappy and suffers long term 
depression. She describes at the time her ‘unconscious mind as being predominantly 



female’ and seeks medical help from doctors on Harley Street. 

Surgical intervention was thought of as ‘destroying a man’ - a peculiar notion in the 
circumstances - so Roberta had to persuade a doctor to say she was intersex in 
order to gain a female birth certificate to live her life as she wanted. 

By having an official document stating she was intersex Roberta had to accept the 
fact she would be giving up all rights to her children: no intersex individual could be 
capable of producing children. She dropped out of the public eye and like so many 
trailblazers died with little fanfare, her funeral was unpublicised. In 2013 a profile 
piece about Roberta Cowell appeared in the Observer. 

Caroline Paige’s journey was different from Roberta’s in that she served long enough 
in the forces in the RAF, to make waves. Caroline describes early on in her career 
being navigator on F4 Phantoms facing off with Soviet Bombers during the Cold War, 
later she would move on to helicopters in the Falklands and anti-terrorist activities in 
Northern Ireland. Highly capable, experienced and award-winning tactical officer, 
who was trans. At that time the rule was there would be a complete ban on trans in 
the armed forces. If discovered Caroline faced being fined, kicked out of the RAF 
and potentially imprisoned by the military police. 

’She’s a danger, she’s a liability to all people on operations’ 

This questionable statement was due to a misguided idea that a transwoman is 
inherently mentally unstable, therefore unable to carry a gun, therefore unable to go 
on military operations. Th e idea was that the mental instability would lead to an 
inability to make decisions which would in turn put people both combatants and 
civilians in danger.  Here is a decorated officer with years of experience having her 
capacity and suitability to serve being brought into question. 

‘Airplanes don’t care about the gender of the pilot’ 

Caroline has written a book called True Colours which documents her military career 
and her fight for trans inclusion in the armed forces. 

Her final trans activist is Catherine Lawson who joined the RAF in 95 and 
transitioned a decade later, is continuing that fight and influencing the current 
generation as the trans LGBT representative in the RAF today.  The fact that 
Catherine serves openly as a transwoman today, is testament to the struggles and 
battles overcome by those who have gone before her but as her statement below 
highlights there is much more to be done. Catherine says: RAF support has been 
excellent, but support at work is only part of the challenge, support is needed when 
on detachment or deployment’ 

Caroline explains that in other nations particularly Eastern European countries 
Catherine may face more opposition. Mentioning the U.S. and the anti-trans policy of 
Trump, Caroline suggests that it represents a conservative move by the White 
House to rollback trans and women from the frontline entirely.  Asked about how she 
deals with opposition in her life Caroline says the following: 



‘My weapon for the naysayers was my smile - it did the job very well’  

Founding Stonewall  

In the blurb it describes Olivette Cole - Wilson as representing a BAME perspective, 
as she rightly reminds the room, she cannot do that she can only talk from her own 
experience. 

“I’m a Lesbian, I’m a Woman, I’m a Christian, I’m Black.” 

Stonewall the LGBT Rights Charity was set up after Section 28 and was made up of 
white middle class professionals, journalists, activists and establishment figures. 
Matthew Paris, Ian McKellen Michael Cashman Lisa Power and more. Some of the 
names I recognise others I don’t. Olivette describes Stonewall as being a ‘motley 
crew of grassroots activists and corridors of power’ with the group being 
characterised by qualities of acceptance, tolerance and passion. 

But when I mention Stonewall to my friends there is a general ‘we don’t like 
Stonewall do we’ response. Stonewall was criticised for being too compliant, not 
representing, crossing boundaries of democracy, using influence within their 
membership, to get questions asked in parliament. The average LGBT activist 
doesn’t have the ear of MPs or receive invites for afternoon tea at Nos. 10 Downing 
Street. This time of queer politic infiltrating the corridors of power is highly 
controversial and worked because of the assumed privilege afforded the upper 
classes, the old boys’ network, far more than party politics. 
  
‘Coming out all the time even in your prime,’ 

It’s a powerful idea that echoes themes that have run throughout the day. The way 
institutions are inherently straight, about the way straight society and the 
establishment have treated difference. 
 
Our final speaker was LGBT Poet Laureate Trudy Howson who escaped a 
depressed racist mill town in Lancashire to follow her dreams at a London theatre 
school. Trudy describes seeing Rachel Welch in the movie 2000AD in the infamous 
suede bikini, as the moment when she knew she liked women.

In the poem ‘The Way We Were’ the young London arrivee paints a glam picture of 
parties and excess ‘brimming with fear and excitement - hoping to meet a bona-fide 
homosexual - or become one’   

Trudy became a writer and performer doing agit. prop theatre in shopping malls, 
conducting poetry readings and going on Pride marches all the while her heroes 
were evolving plucked from pop culture and real life. She describes a process of 
putting her mouth where her life was in order to tell queer stories.   
 
Introducing a poem called #Shout-out she explains that during the times of Section 
28, she could not have read this poem. And although the poems come across as 
simple, with basic rhymes it is the times they are written in or about, which makes 
them resonate.  In 2012 Trudy was asked to write a poem for the London Olympics, 



something that could inform the Met. Police when it came to interacting with LGBT 
communities. She hoped to change hearts and minds with her poem Hero. 

Event Feedback

"Inspirational day hearing a diverse selection of experiences from the LGBT+ 
community. Elevates stories that speak out against an angry fearful world. Small 
steps looking forward building a positive future." Visiting Delegate

First time for Leeds hosting OUTing the Past,  show the importance of community 
celebrate diversity. Significantly it is time to emphasise the'H' in LGBT History 
Month. the personal stories shared are often lost in the past through, illegal nature, 
layers of secrecy, to have the opportunity to sustain those histories for future 
generations is kind of cool.  John Donegan Partnerships Co-ordinator Leeds 
Museums and Galleries 

 

   
 

 

  

    


